Modern Dominant-Flavored Blues

Key of Bb

or Cm7/11

Cm7    F7#9    Bb7/6

slide

or Cm7/11

G7/6    C11    C9    F7sus

slide

G7#9    C7/6    C7/6    F7#9    F7#9    Bb7/6

slide
Key of F:

F9, F13, F9, F13, Bb7/6, F9, F9, C7+, C7/6+, F9

or play whole chord again with the X:

F9, F9, Bb7/6, A7+, D7#9, G7/6, G7/6, Bb9, Db9, Gm7/11

or on the “and of four”:

Gm7, C7/6, C7+, F9/6, D7#9, G7/6, C9